Minutes of Committee
Monday, February 28, 2011
7:00 p.m.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND SAFETY COMMITTEE
1) Community Bank of Elmhurst 4 of the 4th – 2011 Run
2) Traffic Issues:
a. Disposition of Yield Sign Request – Saylor and Wilson
b. Timothy Christian School “No Turn on Red” at Butterfield and Prospect
3) Other Business

Members Present:

Wagner, Levin, Pezza

Elected Officials Present:

None

Staff Present: Neubauer,

Kopp, Buenz, Bacidore, Wallace & Panico

Guests:

Bob Richards
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DISCUSSION AND COMMENTS:
Item#1

Mr. Richards was present and addressed the Committee providing an overview of the
4 on the 4th race proposal. He advised the Committee that this is the seventh year of
the event and it was awarded the “Run of the Year for 2010” from the Chicago Run
Association. Subsequent to a brief discussion the Committee signed the report.

Item #2

(a) The Committee reviewed the report and subsequent to a brief discussion the
committee signed the report.

Item #2

(b) The Committee reviewed the report and subsequent to a brief discussion the
committee signed the report.

Item #3

Kopp advised the Committee of flyers found on vehicles parked in the Adelaide
parking deck from an unknown person regarding their disfavor of the current parking
allocation in the deck. Kopp advised the Committee that the Larch Street deck has
seen an increase in use and that the Adelaide deck has seen somewhat of an under use
of employee parking spaces. The discussion then focused on some of the reasons for
this and current leased parking lots and their utilization within the entire parking
system. Subsequent to further discussion it was decided to continue to monitor and
review the parking allocation throughout the downtown business district in that the
new system has only been in place several months. Also, share these findings with
the City Centre as to continue that collaborative relationship regarding parking in the
downtown area.

The Committee was adjourned at 7:25 p.m.
Submitted by Dominic Panico, Deputy Chief

